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Gottsche making
capital gains

HOOPS AND GLORY:
St Clarets, U14 Shield
winners in 2011.

BY JOHN COLLINS

London’s CDA is aiming for 100 per cent of
county’s 53 minor teams to compete
BY JOHN COLLINS
DURING one of my many
Antipodean adventures, I had an
evening job in a bar in Auckland.
It was the sort of thing that helped
supplement the meagre living I was
making as an atrociously bad painter
and decorator.
During my first week working there,
I was asked what shifts I would be able
to do during the week and I replied
that I could do as many as was needed.
“You can’t do more than three a week,”
came the reply from the bar manager.
Curious, I asked the manager
whether it was because of some
employment law or other that existed
in the always quirky bureaucracy of
New Zealand. He told me it wasn’t, but
they didn’t want their staff to suffer
“burn-out”.
For me it was my first encounter
with the term and although it’s
common speak these days among just
about every sports person and the
occasional city trader, I had never heard
it as a reason for stopping someone
from pulling pints of Guinness.
It was as though Rafa Benitez had
moved Down Under and had taken to
the hospitality industry.
For me I could see no logic to this
rule, but I liked the bar, so I carried on
working there the nights I could and
worked in another bar the other nights.
In my view, the rule was created for
people who were working solely for the
buck at the end of the night, joyless
slaves to their economic situations, but
for me, while the money was of course
a factor (I really was a truly awful
painter and decorator), I also got a
great buzz from the work, it was fun to
be in the middle of what was going on.
Burn-out to me wasn’t an issue.
And that experience came to mind
when talking to London community
development administrator Mark
Gottsche last week, as at this moment
the personable Galway man is pretty
much up to his armpits in Gaelic
football but, at the same time, he’s
loving it.
When not earning his crust in the
nine-to-five world (and then some) of
helping to develop Gaelic games in
London, Mark then has the not
inconsiderable commitment that is
demanded by Paul Coggins and the
rest of the London senior football team
management, as the side pursue their
first Connacht Championship win in
35 years, to add to their historic
Championship win last year against
Fermanagh.
Then of course, when there’s a bit of
time to spare in between all this, his
club Tir Chonaill Gaels are always
pleased to see him as well.
As a potential victim of burn-out,
you’d think that Mark would be on
some sort of GAA watch-list. However,
that’s not the case, not by a long way, as
he explained.
“I’m in a lucky position that I work
in a sport that I grew up with and have
a lot of time for. I don’t have to get up
in the morning and put on a suit and

join the rat race so to speak. It’s a great
job and it’s very easy to come in and do
the job when you have a passion for it.”
A graduate of NUI Galway and
Jordanstown, Mark is in his current
position since October 2011, and while
there was a great deal to get to grips
with when he first started, he feels he
was fortunate to have some exceptional
support around him to help him get up
to speed.
“I was lucky that one of the previous
CDAs was here for two months when I
took over and he showed me the ropes.
The transition period was good. Ronan
McCarthy, who’s now the CDA in
Scotland, was here before me and
Brendan Cleary was here to help when
I came in.”
However, no sooner had he got his feet
under the table, than the call came from
the Provincial Council to request help in
organising the ABC Championships in
July, a monumental task, but one that
Mark feels is under control, thanks in the
main to the excellence of the people he is
working for.
“It’s not been as daunting as it would
seem. It’s great that we’ve got people
like Brendie Brien, John Gormley and
Tadgh Meehan and they’re the real
driving forces behind it. I’m just here to
help them wherever I can.
“They’re so passionate about
making the weekend a total success.”
And part of the process for arranging
the games is about monitoring the
feedback from clubs, both in London
and further-a-field, and so far the noises
coming back are easy on the ear.
“The clubs all think it is a very
positive thing and the feedback I’m
getting suggests it will be a great event.
“A lot of the clubs are of course very
keen to try and get their travel plans
sorted out, but until we have final
numbers, it’s hard to give them definite
timetables,” he explained.
And while it’s good for Mark to see
the enthusiasm for the event from
clubs all over the country, it’s the
London clubs that are his main focus,
and as is the case in other parts of the
country, there seems to be a lot of buyin for the event from across London.
“We won’t know for sure how many

GREEN GIANT: Mark Gottsche in action
for London.

clubs will be participating from London
until the end of the month or so. There
are 53 teams affiliated to the Minor
Board, so we’d be aiming to try and
have all 53 of those teams at the event.”
And of course one of the main
focuses for development in London
especially is hurling and this is an area
where small but important steps are
being made, steps that will be on display
in July at the ABC Championships.
“With hurling, we have three clubs
with youth teams, with another one
trying to get set up. The clubs in
general are fielding teams at under-12,
under-14 and under-16 levels, with two
of them also having minor teams.
“In comparison to football, the
numbers are quite small, but there’s a
lot of good work going on at the clubs.”
And while the ABC games are going
to be taking up a lot of Mark’s time
over the coming months, he can’t
afford to allow his eyes to stray too far
from his day job either, which is of
course looking after the development
of Gaelic games in London. It’s around
this time of year that the heat really
gets turned up in the kitchen, with the
schools programme being on the front
burner at present.
“We’ve got some excellent involvement
with the schools throughout London
and they run a six week programme of
Gaelic football in the schools after
Easter, where we send in coaches to run
sessions and get the kids interested.
“After that, we encourage the clubs
to go down and meet the students and
try and get them involved in the clubs.
Each school is also affiliated to a club.”
While the work is time consuming
and demanding, Mark is pleased with
the capable assistants he has, and that
takes a lot of the pressure off him.
“There are four coaches involved in
the scheme during this period, so
they’re kept busy. The clubs are finding
it a very useful resource, as once they
get one or two kids from a school,
they’ll always encourage their friends
along too. So there’s a lot of benefits in
it for everyone.”
And no sooner have the schools
started their programmes than the
clubs kick into action too, with
competition time just around the corner
for many age groups in the capital.
“The competitions in London are
starting in the next couple of weeks
and the fixture plan is just getting
finalised at the minute, so the whole
thing is really coming to life now.”
I’m not quite sure what my bar
manager in Auckland would make of
the workload that Mark Gottsche is
taking on in London, but judging from
my experience with him, he’d probably
bench him for a few weeks at least, just
to avoid any risk of burn-out.
In Marks eyes though, that’s not an
issue. There’s so much going on, so
much involvement, so much enjoyment
and so much potential gain, there’s no
thoughts of any time-outs at the
moment.
And he’s right too. If you’re enjoying
what you do as much as he obviously
is, then why stop?

Martyrs to
the cause

Next generation of Saints are getting ready to shine
BY JOHN COLLINS
THERE’S a murmur going around
Hayes these days, it’s an old familiar
sound, a hum that anyone who was
around the place in the 1970s and 1980s
will recognise all too well.
It’s audible at the moment but not
deafening, but it’s the sort of buzz that you
just know is going to get louder as time goes
on.
The whisper in the wind is that St Clarets
are back on track with their youth
programme, a programme that down
through the years has served this club so
well.
Each landmark in the Hayes team’s
history, dating right back to the club’s
formation in the mid-1970s, has been marked
by the presence of a sizeable contingent of
London-born players, players developed
through the club’s youth ranks and then

slowly nurtured on to the senior team.
It’s the way they’ve always done it in
Hayes, and it’s the way they hope to
continue doing it for years to come.
In 1982 and again in 1989 the club
competed in Intermediate Championship
Finals, losing the first one and winning the
second, and on each occasion, over half of
the starting team were London-born.
In 1999, when they again won the
Intermediate Championship, they had six
home grown lads and in 2002, when they
played in their first ever Senior Final, they
had five on the starting 15.
This is a club who have a proud history
of investing in young players and who then
give them the opportunity to flourish.
And how some of them have flourished.
Denis McCarthy, son of one of the
founding members of the club, won an All
Ireland Junior Football Championship with
London in 1986, while Steven Sherry and

three of the Lynott brothers have all
played senior football for London.
And it’s with the Lynotts that the next
generation of footballers is starting to be
developed.
Colm, a former London minor, under-21
and senior player, who had the honour of
travelling to New York back in 1987 with
the first London minor team to cross the
Atlantic, is now the man providing the
opportunities for others.
Having guided a quite brilliant under-14
team to Championship Shield glory last
year, as well as success in the League and
Conrad Ryan Cup, Colm, along with his
fellow coach Mick Buckley, are now hoping
to push on with that group of players for
further success this year.
And as his focus becomes concentrated
on that team, so he is joined by others
willing to take responsibility for the other
age groups and once again, a familiar

name is to the fore, with Denis McCarthy,
that same Denis who went on to All
Ireland glory, looking after the under-8s
and under-10s, along with another former
London senior footballer Martin Hession.
Meanwhile, the under-12s are in the
capable hands of Steve McElroy.
For this club, the upcoming ABC
Championships promises to be an occasion
of great excitement.

“

It’s a great concept and the
guys who came up with the
idea deserve an awful lot of
credit.

They’ll certainly be looking for some
glory in certain age groups, but as always,
the focus will be on development and
enjoyment, regardless of what the final
outcomes might be.
Colm himself, whose own son, also
Colm, is part of the club’s under-14 side, is
very much looking forward to the games
and told The Irish Post: “It’s a great
concept and the guys who came up with
the idea deserve an awful lot of credit.
“It’s a massive undertaking and I can’t
image how much work must be involved in
organising something like this.
“Hopefully most clubs in Britain will do
all they can to get behind and support.
“Certainly that’s what we’ll be doing at
St Clarets. We’ll be trying to bring as many
teams, and more importantly, as many
players, to the event as possible.
“It’s the first one and it’s great to be part
of it.”

And club chairman John Kelly echoes
the sentiments of Colm and is also quick
to acknowledge the phenomenal work
that has been carried out over the past
few years within the youth section of the
club.
“For us at present, the youth section is
the most vibrant part of the club.We’re
doing alright within the adult section, but
there really is a buzz about things around
the kids, especially after last year’s
success.
“As a club we’ll be trying to support
these ABC Championships as much as
possible. I’m sure it will provide some
great memories for the young players.”
When it comes to great memories for
youth players in London, there are few
clubs as good as St Clarets at providing
them, and the way things sit at the
moment, it’s hard to see any reason why
that should change any time soon.

THE summer of 2012 promises
to be a pretty demanding one for
many of the young players from
the Parnells and St Clarets clubs
in London.
Not only will they be gearing up
to do their best for their clubs in
the London county competitions
and also the ABC tournament,
but they then have the challenge
of making a trip across the
water to test their skills against
Irish opposition.
Having lifted the London interschools title last year, the Gaelic
footballers of Douay Martyrs
Secondary School in Hillingdon
are now setting their sights on
some Irish opposition for 2012.
In July, the school’s young
footballers, accompanied by
their coaches Mr Tadgh Lee and
Mr Kieran McInerney, will be
travelling to County Wicklow to
take on three local club sides in
what promises to be an
exhausting five-day trip across
the Irish Sea.
However, despite the demands
that the trip will make on
players and managers alike,
team coach Mr Lee, who plays
for Tir Chonaill Gaels and who is
a product of that club’s own
youth system, sees only the
benefits in the excursion.
“From the school’s point of
view, we’re obviously delighted
that the parents and the children
are so keen for us to make this trip.
“On top of that, it gives us the
opportunity to show people in
Ireland how involved in, dedicated
to and skilful at Gaelic games that
these young people are.”
The Douay Martyrs team is a
quite a close-knit group of
players, with the overwhelming
majority of them representing
just two clubs in London – St
Clarets and Parnells, so in many
ways they are a well-drilled unit.
However, the opportunity to
play for their school always adds
a little extra prestige to any
sporting achievement, a point
that hasn’t been lost on Mr Lee.
“Obviously the pupils
themselves take great pride in
being able to represent their
school at sport, especially when
there is an international flavour
to the games that they are
playing. And certainly the school
are proud of what they have
achieved in the name of Douay
Martyrs so far,” he said.
The trip to Wicklow could
prove to be invaluable to these
players when they come to play
in the ABC games later in July,
as you’d imagine it will be
extraordinarily beneficial to
them as they prepare to take on
the best in their age group in
Britain.

Tadgh Lee, coach of Douay Martyrs.

